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Dedicated to
The world of the stressed and unappreciated hard-workers of
the modern world.

‘I’m only saying what you’re thinking’
‘Time to use your own mind instead of believing everything
that is fed to you’
You can be in control of your own life again. Now, wouldn’t
that be good?
Open your eyes, use your heads and, most of all, THINK,
because ‘The power of thought is everything’.
MAF
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A WARNING FROM THE AUTHOR:

Read carefully before you continue.
(This book contains a lot of explicit sexual swear words)
I hereby claim diminished responsibility for the contents of this
book, as I was somewhat not of sound mind when I wrote it.
I also apologise if any of the contents offend you. It wasn’t
my intention. It was written for entertainment purposes only,
and basically my chance to have a bloody good rant and put
my feelings and philosophies and observations about day-to-day
life as I see it to you.
I strongly advise you not to let young children get their hands
on it, as this is not a children’s book.
And as for any students that are studying English literature,
this book will do you no good whatsoever in your studies on the
English language.
M A Fricker
MAF
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PREFACE

I call the book Programmed Sheep basically because of my
observation that it seems we humans are programmed to work
and behave like sheep, and we are therefore being treated as such
by the government, politicians, employers and the police alike.
And rather than just following the flock, I wanted to break free
for a while and make you all aware of this, too. I want to show
you that you are an individual, a free thinker, and you don’t have
to keep going in the direction the politicians are directing you
to go all the time. So throughout this book, I will refer to the
politicians as your ‘Shepherds’.
I want you to open your eyes to the greed of these corporate
companies, the corrupt government representatives and dodgy
bankers, not forgetting the politically correct brigade who,
together, have contributed to systematically destroying your true
identity as a human.
Also, it seems to me that all of our values and traditions of
long ago, like festivals, street parties, garden parties and such
like, what we refer to as ‘the good old days’, the ones which
brought communities together, have now been taken from us.
These days, if we want fun we have to pay for it. You know
as well as I do, if there is a festival on anywhere it’s all about
making money from us sheep. This is more apparent here in my
home country of Great Britain than anywhere; you can’t have
any fun unless you are prepared to pay for it. In Britain, if there
is no financial gain for the government, you’re not allowed to
have any free fun. Free fun seems to have been banished from
this land forever. You’re talking to a guy who remembers when
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the Glastonbury festival used to be free—now it costs a small
fortune just to get in.
I feel most of the people—sorry, sheep—of this country are,
at the moment, feeling lost; we’ve lost all hope and faith in the
future of this once great land of ours. Money seems to rule, and
apathy has taken over. But ignorance isn’t a cure my friend, is it?
A realisation that you’re being fleeced may turn things around.
The Olympics was a money-making venture, as most events
like it are; and remember, its success was achieved from the hard
work of you sheep. It just goes to show, if we all work together
we can achieve great things. But for fuck’s sake, why did you do
it for free? You ‘volunteered’ to help with the Olympics. Why,
for fuck’s sake? For a nice uniform, a nice T-shirt to make you
feel special… you stupid sheep! Why did you volunteer? None
of the stars you saw volunteered, did they? And as far as I was
concerned, you fuckers were more entertaining than them. Mind
you, I did find Mr Bean funny.
One thing that did come out of the success of the Olympics—
at least, here in Britain, anyway—is that it may kick-start us all
to have more faith in ourselves as a nation. Morale did pick up
somewhat, together with the Queen’s coronation. 2012 was a good
year for the people of Britain; just a shame about the weather.
Hopefully, the good year we had may even spark the next
generation to turn their computers, televisions and mobile
phones off, and go out and mix with other sheep and start being
less anti-social. To basically start having fun together again, out
in the fresh air. Let’s clear our lungs from this stagnant, negative
air spewed out by listening to politicians and religious nuts talk
shit, and listen to our own minds and hearts. Listen to nature for a
change, and the laughter of people having fun. Once again, let’s
start to enjoy the open air again, people. Maybe it will inspire us
all to be as great as we all can be, rather than acting like sheep
and focusing on the negative all the time.
Our shepherds of the government and the prime ministers
and presidents (the farmers) of the world have kept you penned
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in for too long. It’s alright for them, they were born wealthy;
for them, most things landed in their lap because they are the
privileged. Most of them live their hunky-dory lives because
of your hard work, remember that. They live in a fairytale
world.
The real world out there is the one me and you live in, and it
isn’t like that at all. I’m a simple, working-class sheep and I can
see the shithole this world is becoming, and it’s all because of
selfishness and greed. Sheep don’t mind working, generally—if,
of course, they can see the benefits of doing so, and if they are
lucky enough to hold a job at all. Those of you who do work, I
bet most of you don’t enjoy having to do so; this is because most
sheep are forced into jobs they don’t particularly like—and, may
I add, for piss poor pay, too. This is why we are all so unhappy
and less keen to work hard and so less productive; the more we
do, the more the fuckers want. The more we earn, the more they
take.
MICKY FRICK’S TIP
GIVE YOURSELF A MENTAL PAY RISE. IF, SAY,
YOU’RE ON £10 AN HOUR IN AN 8-HOUR DAY,
GIVE YOURSELF A £10 POUND RISE. NOW YOU
ARE ON £20 A HOUR AND ONLY GIVE THEM
WORK EQUIVALENT TO 4 HOURS.
If you shepherds and farmers want to understand the reasons
behind the riots of August 2011, maybe you should start listening
to what every young sheep is saying to you for once. Even
though I really don’t condone riots, I do understand why they
may have happened. The simple answer is frustration; you have
brainwashed the kids—sorry, our lambs—to want for material
things, yet you as a piss poor government have offered these
sheep no future prospects of ever finding work to fund what it is
they want. Well, that’s what I reckon, anyway.
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What chances do us sheep have if the shepherd is blind?
MAF
I’m a British sheep, and I think that British sheep have put up
with enough shit from our so-called politicians (shepherds). Their
job is to report back to the farm and let the Prime Minister (the
farmer) know what the sheep are feeling, but they don’t seem to
hear what we are saying. Basically, they don’t give a toss. We see
what they are doing, wasting our taxes and pocketing what’s left
for themselves; but they seem oblivious to the detrimental effect
it is having on our lives, so what chance do us sheep have if the
shepherd is blind? Shepherds think they know what’s best for us,
yet they know fuck all about keeping sheep; it’s been going on
for far too long now and we, the flock, have had enough. We are
fed up with constantly being fleeced by you.
As a working sheep, I feel let down and betrayed by the
shepherds and the farmer of this country, because they don’t
realise the working class sheep of this world are and always will
be the lifeline of everything. You need happy, productive sheep
who are fit and healthy, both physically and mentally. They need
to feel they have a purpose and are useful to the whole flock;
they also want to be appreciated and rewarded for their efforts.
They do say ‘A happy work force is a productive workforce’,
yet we working class sheep of Britain—especially me—are not
happy, not happy at all. The farmer and the shepherds need to
understand this, or else we will all go down.
This book has been written in a totally unique style. I say
this, because I’m not a clever sheep, so therefore my book may
include bad grammar and poor punctuation; it may also contain
un-intellectual comments. Basically, I tend to move my mouth
before my mind is in gear. Oh well, I am as I am. So what? Why
should I follow the flock?
I guess you could say I may well be the world’s first unconformist sheep to write a book of this kind. Yes, I still am a
little like a sheep, even now. However, I don’t like being treated
as a sheep, so because of this I can now recognise when I am
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doing it and stop myself. Like, sometimes I will go a different
route to work, or don’t go to work at all; I’ll have the odd day
off, or just do something completely spontaneous, like yesterday,
when I grabbed my wife and made love to her on the kitchen
floor. Marvellous. J
Even this book was spontaneous; one day, I just decided to
jump the fence to try and find my own identity, as a form of selftherapy if you like. As far as I’m aware, never has any book like
this one been published before, so I guess you could say this is a
literal revolution. Well, not many sheep can type.
So, I am going to be your spokesperson/sheep and speak
on behalf of all us working sheep of the world. I will help you
break away from the flock and then you can stand alone as a
freethinking individual for a while and realise how amazing you
really are.
Now. You can read this book or bin it, I don’t really give a
toss anymore. It’s entirely up to you. It’s your choice. However, I
do hope that you decide to stick with it to the bitter end, because
I believe the contents are, well, ‘eye opening’ if nothing else; it
may open your mind to what’s really going on in the world around
you and make you realise you’re not alone in your thinking.
This book, my friend, can become very addictive. Whilst
you are entering my strange and wonderful mind, you will
undoubtedly be engrossed by the poetry I grace your brain with;
and as your mind wonders in a dream-like status and the rainbow
of colourful language titillates your every being, suddenly it will
open your eyes and mind—even your soul—to what is really
going on in the field. Eventually, you will feel spiritually alive
again and, hopefully, after this journey together, you, me and
every sheep who reads this wonderful book of mine will become
as one. Together, with a bit of luck, we can save the world from
these delusional farmers and shepherd and begin using our own
free will and start directing them for a change.
The message is simple:
Fucking baaa! to the establishment!
xv

INTRODUCTION

Hello and Welcome to you from me, ‘THE UN-CONFORMIST
SPIRITUAL ANARCHIST SHEEP’.
Firstly, let me introduce myself. My name is Michael A.
Fricker, but my friends call me Micky Fricker. I live in the lush
green land we like to call Great Britain and I, as far as I’m aware,
apart from my Grandfather’s brother E.G. Fricker (known as
Ted), the world-famous healer, am the only other Sheep in
our family for generations to ever write a book. Ted was made
famous by healing or simply bringing relief to millions of sheep
of their physical ailments. Although I am not a healer like he
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was, I do have a certain gift bestowed upon me by God—no,
I can’t see into the future, or help sheep with their pain. My
gift is being able to make sheep laugh. I have had this gift from
birth, but most recently I have discovered I have been blessed
with another gift, the gift to make sheep understand a bit more
about who they are and why they exist. I have the key to open up
your minds to understand what life is really all about, and your
purpose in life.
The non-believers out there see me simply as a nutcase.
Sometimes, I think they might be right; but they do say, if you
think you’re mad, you’re probably not. So maybe I’m not.
So… putting the small introduction of myself to one side,
welcome once again and thank you very much for deciding to
buy my book. Knowing we all live in a busy world, all trying to
earn a living, I thought no sheep is ever going to have the time to
read an epic; and, if you’re anything like me, if I don’t stick with
a book and read a chapter every day, I lose the plot—or, in my
case, I forget where I was, and soon get bored. Hence the reason
why I have split this book into two—part two of this book is
called Paranoid Sheep and will be out soon.
In these two small, easy-to-read books you will finally gain
an understanding of yourself, the way the world works and, most
importantly, how to make your life better than it is right now. I
think I’ve done the right thing. I hope you agree. Once you have
finished this book, hopefully you’ll buy the second one, which
ties everything together, and you will then understand how I got
to my overall conclusions of the meaning of life—according to
me, that is.
At the moment, I feel more enlightened than ever before and
quite happy my life has changed ten-fold, and I want to help you
feel the same. There is a chance you may just end up thinking,
‘No, he’s a nutter’, but I’ll entertain you for a while if nothing
else with my moaning and ranting, together with my wacky
thoughts and mad sense of humour, all of which are incorporated
within these books. Hopefully, I’ll make it an enjoyable read
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for you. I am sure you will find it, if nothing else, entertaining;
besides, you’ve got nothing to lose. If it isn’t as good as I think
it is, you can eat it. Mind you, if you’re using a Kindle that isn’t
advisable—you’re not a goat.
I am not here to try to convert your way of thinking or
persuade you to join a sheep cult of any kind, you understand,
such as becoming a Buddha sheep, Jehovah Witness sheep or
Mormon sheep, or what have you. I am not a strange alien sheep
from another planet, and neither have I been abducted, as far
as I know… Come to think of it, there was this one time… No,
forget it—I’m nothing special at all. I’m not even a psychopathic
lunatic or devil worshiper. The fact is, I’m just a simple, ordinary,
everyday working-class sheep, much like most of the population
of the world, and I have basically decided to write a book. That’s
it, nothing more. Well, some sheep do, don’t they? If they can
type.
Now, listen to me because this is very important. Throughout
this book you will see what I call ‘Micky Frick’s Tips’; these
will help you get your own back on the bastards who control
your life. Look out for them, as these will help you hold on to
your individuality. I refer to them every day.
MICKY FRICKS TIP
I TELL MYSELF I AM SPECIAL EVERY DAY.
YOU SHOULD DO THE SAME.
I really do feel a deep-down, burning need to share all I am with
you. So, by bonding and bringing our minds together, I believe
we can make this world a better place—hopefully.
In Programmed Sheep, I released all this built-up frustration
that I have harboured all my sorry life and allow myself a bloody
good rant. Then it all changes in book two, when I calm down a
bit. This is because I soon get a better understanding of what’s
really going on in the world, and I start to put some sense to
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all the crap. I found, after blowing away all the cobwebs in my
mind, that it left me open to fully understand what I believe
to be the answers to many of the unanswered questions that
we all, at some time in our lives, have asked ourselves. For
instance: What is the point? Why am I here? There must be
more to life?
There is more to life. Now, listen up, my fellow sheep—
the knowledge I obtained from years of painstaking research on
almost every topic imaginable was done so you don’t have to,
okay? What I didn’t expect was to stumble on some interesting
and sometimes disturbing topics that affect us all in everyday
life, which we are kept in the dark about, or so it seems; so bad,
in fact, that they changed my entire view on life completely and
made me think more intensely about stuff. I was thinking, ‘Okay,
what else are they not telling us? And Why?’ I even became
paranoid for a while. Hence book two’s title, Paranoid Sheep.
However, I am okay now, more an optimist sheep deep down,
and even I think we still have a slim chance of surviving it all. I
think I’ve worked it all out, and hopefully I’m going to be able
to pass on my wisdom to you.
If you do decide to continue on this quest to understand life
according to me, to fully understand how I came to my overall
conclusion of the meaning of life and, more important, how to
live your life, you must be prepared to read both books, and
don’t waste any time either according to them clever sheep out
there. We haven’t got long, so we need to start changing things
soonish.
I am, these days, more a spiritual sheep. This is because I
underwent a physical change in my personality whilst writing my
books; all my stress slowly disappeared as I wrote and, regardless
of what I discovered, it didn’t seem to matter anymore. It just
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seemed that, page after page, all my frustrations gradually faded
away as I got closer to my overall conclusion of the meaning of
life. Like, for instance, at the beginning of this book you will
notice I swear, well… quite a lot. This is because I write from the
heart.
When I started this book back in the year 2000, I was rundown, depressed, and basically pissed off with life. But, over
the years, I have learnt to laugh it off, and you will too in the
end. You’ve got to, or you will forever be a miserable fucker as I
was, restless and lost in a world of crap. But, I will tell you this;
you will discover that it’s all bollocks at the end of the day and
life is too short to worry about shit that may never happen. It’s
the year 2012 now and I’m no longer as stressed as I was. I now
have a bit more compassion and understanding towards people
who don’t know they are sheep, and I try and bring it to their
attention whenever I can. Hopefully, my experiences will help
you find your true identity.
I know I can’t change the world by myself, but collectively,
as a flock, I think we could make this world a better place—if
we wanted to, that is. If nothing else, I guarantee you will start
to think freely again instead of being directed by the farmers of
the world, as such. So come on, let’s start airing our lungs and
stand up to the delusional sheep in power. You have a voice, use
it. Baaa as loud as you can at the bastards.
I am your Guru sheep—I’m not as mad as people think.
Mind you, there is still a good chance I could flip at a
moment’s notice, but if I do at least you will understand why.
But for now, before you start worrying about my mental health,
you firstly need to understand your own mind, Most of us don’t
understand our own minds—you think you do, but you really
don’t. Trust me on this one.
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Do you control your mind or does somebody control it for you?
I start my journey back in the year 2000 when I was very
stressed, a lost sheep in fact. I wasn’t sure what I was doing with
my life. However, by the end of book two, I ended up a totally
enlightened, even spiritual, person. What you are about to read
are my thoughts as they were back in 2000.

‘I am a genius, I’m just not a very clever one’
MAF
Are you sitting comfortably? Then I shall begin.
Enjoy.
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‘What chances do us sheep have if the Shepherd’s
blind?’
MAF
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CHAPTER ONE
STRESSED-OUT NATION

‘The reason I believe we are such a stressed-out nation
is simply because, if we consider life to be one big show,
we can’t be true to ourselves because we all play the
roles that are given to us in this show. So how can we
truly shine if we don’t like the part we are stuck with?’
MAF
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Stressed?
If, when you are woken up by your alarm clock, the first words
out of your mouth are ‘Oh bollocks’, then you rub the sleep from
your crusted eyes, stretch, fart, and then make a move to get out
of your warm bed, whilst listening to the radio as some twat
tells you the cost of living is going up, and you still get ready
for your job—which you hate—then, my friend, you are already
suffering from that mental illness called stress. I am probably
going to have a bit of a challenge on my hands to help you out
of it, but laughing helps.
I hope I’m not too late to save you from the conformist
conditioning and brain-washing you have been subjected to
all your sorry life, which has turned you into the programmed
working sheep you are today. I may even be able to help you
fight back to retain your identity, your individuality that you
once had; I may even be able to help you combat that stress and
get you to start thinking positively again which, in turn, will
make it easier for you to get out of that warm bed each morning
to go to your job. I’ll give it my best shot, anyway, regardless of
the fact you are just a dumb sheep.
MONDAY 10th January 2000
GOOD MORNING Britain—and the world, come to that. Yes,
it’s Monday again, you poor lost sheep. How you feeling today?
Christmas has come and gone, we all survived the millennium,
but now you are feeling pissed off I bet. So here we go again, eh?
After your traditional shit, shave, and shower, it’s time to start
yet another monotonous, boring, unappreciated week of work.
I guess you already have that sinking feeling in the pit of your
stomach at the thought of going to that shithole once again, don’t
you? It’s natural to feel that way.
This mundane routine of life you are stuck with is a real
burden, and it’s the same all around the world. What is it that
makes us bother? I mean, you have a cuppa, maybe a bite to eat,
2
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